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Velox are ergonomically designed earmuffs for city runners 
to protect their ears from air pressure differences that can 
occur in cold and windy conditions. Its a universal design 

that can be used with and without earphones so that 
runners can feel warm and confident when exercising on 

the winter streets.



Problem

External Factors

Colder temperature causes 
pressure to reduce in ear 

which causes pain

With increase in wind 
speed, the air pressure in 

ear decreases further

External sound is important 
for road safety which could 

be blocked due to earphones  
and ear protection

Avoid sweat sticking to ear 
protection and allow it to 

escape



Internal Factors

Large Surface to volume ratio

Organic gap between the ears and 
head

Organic form of ear, differs for 
every person

Ears contain cartilage

Body heat does not travel much 
to the ears

Ear lobes usually stay exposed  even 
with earmuffs



 Opportunities

Earlobes exposed, 
ears pressed

Surfers Ear or extosis 
Cold environments cause abnormal 

bone outgrowth to form inside of 
the ear canal

Hearing aids’ battery 
life gets reduced

Prone to ear infections due to 
limited proper circulation in ear 

due to cold temperature

Forehead 
Unprotected

Too much 
padding for ears

Hard structure, 
Discomfort

Multiple blockage 
of external sound

Pressure on 
the ears

Market Survey         

Health Affects       



Interviews   Surveys

Failures   Opportunities

“I wear my earphones to protect 
myself from the cold windy weather”

“My headband and earphones are 
enough for me”

“My ears hurt from prolonged use of 
the headband”

“Sound is blocked with increased 
wind pressure”

“It hurts when I wear my earphones 
with my earmuffs”

“I feel discomfort with my earmuffs”

- People are don’t mind the existing ear protection methods. 
- Every person has a different combination of products to protect their ears from - cold and wind.
- Most of the people don’t know the health risks to exposed ears in the wind.
- People depend on their concsience and ignore the sound aspect while running on roads

 



Ideation   Inspiration   Development







Ideation   Sketch models

- Wind deflection
- Earphones placement
- Hard and soft structure distribution 
- Band types
- Form fitting

 

- Area around ears
- Sound allowance
- Combination of materials
-Other facial areas to be covered 
- Thickness of material around ears

 





Refined Ideation   Sketch models   User testing

- Concave and convex structural action
- Earphones insertion
- Mimicking the earphone form
(The form of earphones protects the ear canal 
from excessive wind pressure difference)

 

- Material and mechanics
- Headband type
- Color combination and Sporty look
- Form fitting
- Fabric Properties

 







Features   User Feedback

An extra band for 
extra reinforcement

+ 
Area for ponytail 

Shape of the headband 
made to organically form 

around the face

Universal 
Design

Concave structure for the ear 
area

1. Helps maintain the original 
position of the ear, no pressure 

on the ears
2. Allows more external sound

3. Considers the organic form of 
ear 

4. Padded for extra comfort
5. Helps keep sweat off the fabric

Push and pull 
mechanism 

Push: No earphones
Pull: Earphones



3D Model   Flats



Foam bra cup

Dri-fit Fabric

Spandex

More Options   Materials
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